
30X30 HEXA  
SPECIAL DESIGNER SERIES 



Natural grains of oak wood combined with sober white marble to give 
your home a modern and sophisticated touch. Play and compose 
these tile according to your taste and create interesting and abstract 
patterns. 

Special - 1 Special - 2 

Oakwood Hex Oakwood Play 



Lets appreciate the timeless beauty of the web structure on these tiles 
which adds depth and dimension. Create distinctive aesthetic expressions 
with these beautiful hexagonal Webwood Wenge on your wall and floor. 

Special - 3 

Webwood  Wenge 



Special - 8 

Belgium trio 

Simple geometry is combined with subtle and sober colours to 
contribute to your tranquility and restfulness. Flaunt your home with 
these beautiful hexagonal Belgium trio. These tiles are suitable for your 
interior and exterior spaces. 



30X30 HEXA KGL  PART 1 Shortlisted 



1 2 3 

Edison Cotta Edison Natura Edison Rosato 

Special - 4 Special - 5 
Edison Cotta Art  Edison Cotta Frame  

Install these beautiful shades of earthy colours to your home for soothing 
surrounding and comfort of mother earth. 



Brosil series brings you the choice to compose your wall and floor your way. This 
series has shades of beige and ivory that offer warmth of brown and coolness of 
white. Install these tiles for a relaxing and calm ambience.  

8 

9 

10 
Brosil Allure 

Brosil Medan 

Brosil Ivory 



Geometric pattern with classic shades of grey are combined together for your refined 
taste. This series will provide cool feel and soothing surrounding. 
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6 
5 

Greysil Bright Greysil Deep  Greysil Allure 

Greysil Cube 
Special - 6 

Greysil Art 



Grano Hex and Grano Cube are inspired by the natural design of 
granite. Compose your wall and floor with these simple geometric 
shape and pattern and add depth and versitility to your wall. 

11 12 

Grano Hex Grano Cube 
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 Diorite Hex 

We bring to you  Diorite Hex concept, inspired by the naturally 
occurring but rare Diorite rock. Subtle shades of grey with a hint of 
beige will enhance your floor and wall space effortlessly. 
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 Rhyolite Hex 

Make a statement with these raw yet elegant looking tiles. 



15 
Blaze Cotto 

Let these bright as sun colours brighten your day and these simple design elements free 
you from every day clutter. 


